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S2. Powder XRD
Main details of powder XRD experiments are described in the text of the paper. There are some extended details are presented. Additionally to the XRD measurements described in the paper text, the MBI-phosphite powder without milling was measured for comparison as well.
To correct the zero offset of the detector (Δ2θzero) and displacement of the sample surface from the plane of focus (Δ2θdispl), additional measurements of the sample powder were carried out in the mixture with certified standard silicon powder Si640d (NIST, USA). Using Si reflections as internal standards, unit cell parameters of the powders were determined. The correction shifts of the XRD patterns were obtained, utilizing the 2θ angle positions of the Bragg reflections of the samples calculated on the base of the unit cell parameters as external standards. In further refinement cycles, the values of the unit cell parameters changes in the limits of two estimated standard deviations (e.s.d.s) only and the refined values of the angular correcting shits were nearly zero.
The model XRD patterns were simulated and fitted to the experimental ones by means of the Rietveld program TOPAS [31] . For the reflection profile fitting a modified Thompson-Cox-Hastings pseudo-Voigt (TCHZ) model [32, 33] was chosen considering best results obtained by use of different profile models adopted in the TOPAS. For description of the emission spectrum of the Cu-Kα radiation, the Berger model of the five spectral lines [34] was utilized, as recommended for better quality of the fitting of the reflection profiles in the Manual of the program TOPAS [31] for diffractometers equipped with a metal filter of the Kß radiation. Background contribution was refined using Chebyshev's polynomial of 6st order [31] .
First, the calculation and fitting of the theoretical powder XRD patterns to the experimental ones were performed by means of whole powder pattern decomposition technique according to Le Bail [36] . No whole structural model is necessary in this method. Only space group and values of the unit cell parameters from single crystal investigations are utilized. Good quality of the fitting (Fig. 6) and low values of the agreement factors reached in Le Bail method (Table S16 ) evidence the correctness of the unit cells metric and symmetry of the MBI-phosphate 1 and MBI-phosphite determined in single crystal investigations.
At next stage, to check the single crystal structure models, the theoretical powder XRD patterns were fitted to the experimental ones by means of the Rietveld method [35] . The unit cell parameters refined in Le Bail fitting (Table S16 ) were used as start values in Rietveld refinement. As primary data for Rietveld refinement of the structure, the atomic coordinates determined in corresponding single crystal investigations (Tables S1, S11) were used. E.s.d.s calculated in Rietveld programs tend to be underestimated due to serial correlations. After finishing the fittings, checking for serial correlations and calculation of the coefficient me.s.d. for correction of the e.s.d.s by multiplication is carried out by means of the program RietEsd [40], written on the basis of Bérar's procedure [39] . Due to small amount of the material necessary for investigations by other methods, MBIphosphate-1 powder was not grinded and was used for XRD pattern recording as is. As a result, there is a strong influence of the effects of the preferred orientation of crystallites in the powder. Without taking into account the influence of the preferred orientation, the use of the structural model of Table S1 does not give a good fit of the theoretical diffractogram to the measured one (Rwp = 39.17%). The Bragg factor characterizing the agreement of experimental and calculated integral intensities of the XRD reflections is also too high (RB = 54.66%). These agreement factors are obtained after refinement of background parameters, angular correcting shits and unit cell parameters.
S2.1 MBI-phosphate-1
Reflections with Miller indices hkl = 101, 202 showed increased intensity. The introduction of a preferred orientation in the March-Dollase model [33, 37] At the last stage of the fit, overall isotropic temperature factors of atoms were refined (Uiso overall = 0.013(8) Å 2 , 0.091(8) Å 2 , 0.020(10) Å 2 , 0.058(6) Å 2 and 0.119(51) Å 2 for atoms P, O, N, C and H, respectively), which resulted in the decrease of the Rwp factor on~0.5% and the RB on ~0.7% (Table S16 ). Due to difficulties for obtaining the reliable interatomic distances after refinement of the atomic coordinates caused by high influence of the effect of the preferred, the atomic coordinates of the MBIphosphate-1 determined by means of single crystal investigation were not refined from the XRD powder data.
S2.2 MBI-phosphite
The MBI-phosphite was grinded thoroughly. As a result, the influence of the effect of the preferred orientation was considerably reduced. Reached agreement factors by use the structure model presented in Table S11 resulted in reduced values of agreement factors Rwp = 25.22% and RB = 20.78% after refinement of the background parameters, angular correcting shits and unit cell parameters (for the notmilled 'as is' MBI-phosphite powder Rwp = 71.73%, RB = 62.35%).
However, the effect of preferential orientation was not completely avoided. Some reflections showed increased intensity compared to the calculated structural model. Setting two directions of preferred orientation ([110] and [100]) on the March-Dollase model [33, 37] led to an improvement in the agreement factors to Rwp = 14.86%, RB = 9.17%. The remaining effect of the texture effect with other directions of preferred orientation was removed by refining the parameters of the texture model with spherical harmonics of the 8th order, which led to a further decrease in the values of the agreement factors (Rwp = 11.45%, RB = 4.47%). Further including in the refinement cycles the overall temperature factors of the atoms results in Rwp = 10.99%, RB = 4.03%.
At subsequent stages, the coordinates of non-hydrogen atoms were refined. The coordinates of the hydrogen atoms were recalculated from those determined on the single crystal, taking into account the refined parameters of the unit cell. At the final stage, they were refined by imposing restrictions on the values of the M-H distances in the nearest coordination sphere of M atoms (M = P, O, N, C), assuming that these distances cannot deviate from the average values obtained from single crystal data by more than 0.1 Å. Figure S1. Structure of cation (MBI+H) + . Atom numbering correspond to Table S17. S4. Elemental analysis. 
